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ANOVA was undertaken to determine the if the distributions
of the results are the same. SPAD [2] was the only synthesis
method that cannot be considered statistically significant
from the reference audio samples. It can be considered as
realistic as a recorded sample in the case of all sound classes.
The user ratings are presented in Figure 1. The red line
represents the median. The end of the notches represents the
95% confidence intervals, and the end of the boxes represent
the 1st and 3rd quartiles. The end of the whiskers represent
the range of the data not considered as an outlier. Red crosses
are outliers.
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II. METHOD
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Thirteen participants were asked to evaluate sounds for
eight categories (applause; babble; bees; fire; rain; stream;
waves; wind) and in every category between six and eleven
samples were provided. Sixty six samples were evaluated in
total. All samples were loudness normalised. Each category
had at least some anchor and at least one recorded sample. The
recorded samples were all select by a group of five
experienced critical listeners as being realistic samples.
Participants were asked to rate all samples within a given
category, relative to all the other samples within the category.
They were to rate the samples relative to how realistic they
perceived the sounds on a continuous linear scale labelled
from "very unrealistic" through "quite unrealistic", "quite
realistic" to "very realistic". The provided synthesised samples
were also compared to at least one reference and at least one
anchor per category, similar to a mushra style test. Participants
did not have any information regarding the samples, other than
a reference number, which was randomised. The initial
locations of samples were randomised and the order of
categories participants were evaluating was randomised. The
listening test was constructed using the Web Audio Evaluation
Toolbox [1].

User Rating

Synthesis of a range of sound effects was performed
through a range of methods including statistical modelling,
sinusoidal modelling, sinusoidal modelling with residual,
physically informed modelling, granular synthesis,
concatenative synthesis and additive synthesis.
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Sound Synthesis (SS) is the technique of generating sound
through artificial means. Synthesis has been demonstrated in
the area of sound effect, which can be used in production of a
range of popular media, such as video games, TV, film and
augmented or virtual reality. A listening test was undertaken
in which participants were asked to rank audio files in terms of
their perceived realism.

RESULTS
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Abstract— Sound synthesis is the method of artificially
producing sounds. A range of sound effects were generated
through the use of five different synthesis techniques, across
eight sound classes to produce sixty six different example audio
samples. Perceptual evaluation was performed to identify the
perceived realism of each of the synthesis techniques. The
results show that some synthesis techniques can be considered as
realistic as a recorded sample, when listening directly to audio
samples.

Figure 1. Perceieved Realism of all Synthesis Methods
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